Abstract. This paper analyzes the optimal location choice of a firm in a dynamic Cournot framework, in which firms' absorptive capacities may depend on their knowledge stock. The firm decides whether to locate irreversibly in a cluster or in isolation. In the cluster the firm benefits from inward spillovers from its competitors, but also generates outward spillovers. If the firm chooses to locate in isolation no knowledge flows occur. All firms' production costs are determined by their knowledge stocks, which evolve over time due to own R&D investments and potentially inward spillovers. It is shown that, if absorptive capacity is constant, the incentive to locate in the cluster decreases with respect to the firm's knowledge stock. Conversely, if absorptive capacity depends positively on knowledge stock, the firm's incentive to join the cluster is larger the more knowledge it has. It is also shown that qualitative properties of the equilibrium paths of R&D investments and knowledge stocks differ substantially depending on whether absorptive capacities are constant or knowledge dependent.
Introduction
Firms' location choices are affected by several factors. In particular, the pertinent literature -often focusing on the choices of multinational firms -has highlighted the role of the proximity to sales and factor markets, that of the local institutions and regulations, and that of local labor markets, especially in relation to availability of the appropriate skill mix (see e.g. Almazan et al. 2007 ; Lee and Mansfield 1996; Henisz 2000; De Beule and Duanmu 2012) . Somewhat surprisingly, the effects of inward and (especially) outward knowledge spillovers on the location choices of firms have not received much attention, although such spillovers are known to have a large impact on firms' decisions. Given that knowledge is in many cases tacit and localized, a firm's ability to benefit from Financial support under COST Action IS1104 "The EU in the new economic complex geography: models, tools and policy evaluation" is gratefully acknowledged.
knowledge flows and the associated spillovers is likely to depend to a large extent on geographical proximity. This establishes an immediate link between the relevance of knowledge spillovers and firms' strategic location choices, which is confirmed by the findings of a relatively recent (and mainly) empirical literature on the borders between Management and Industrial Organization. Alcacer and Chung (2007) find that technologically advanced firms tend to avoid locations with strong industrial activity in an attempt to distance themselves from competitors, favoring instead areas characterized by high levels of academic activity. Knowledge spillovers -more precisely, the consideration of the gains from inward spillovers (the opportunity for knowledge sourcing from other firms in the same location) vs. the costs of outward spillovers -are argued to lie at the hearth of the observed location choices. Along the same lines, Leiponen and Helfat (2011) show that firms mainly involved with imitative innovation tend to choose multiple locations for their R&D activities, while firms mainly dealing with 'new to the market' innovations do not. The heterogeneity between the location choices of the two types of firms can again be easily related to the differential impact of knowledge spillovers. The relevance of knowledge spillovers in clusters has been the object of a large literature (see e.g. Griliches 1992; Jaffe et al. 1993 ) mainly emphasizing the positive externalities -in terms of knowledge generation dynamics -stemming from firms' agglomerations (Head et al. 1995) . The importance of outward spillovers -obviously a negative externality of local agglomerationshas been instead substantially underweighted in the literature, at least until Alcacer and Chung (2007) .
1
As already noted, despite the abundance of empirical and anecdotal evidence about the importance of knowledge spillovers for firms' location choices, relatively little theoretical work has been done but for a few notable exceptions. For instance, Gersbach and Schmutzler (1999) focus on the effects of internal and external knowledge spillovers on the location of production and innovative activities in a Bertrand duopoly. Knowledge spillovers play a role also in Piga and Poyago-Theotoky (2005) that focus on a Hotelling-type oligopoly where firms choose their locations, as well as their R&D efforts and prices. In their framework, however, firms' choices depend crucially on transportation costs that play no role at all in our setup.
2 Quite a few papers investigate the location choices of multinational firms. Among them, Gersbach and Schmutzler (2011) focus on the location of the production and R&D activities of multinational firms in the presence of knowledge sourcing. Belderbos et al. (2008) build on Gersbach and Schmutzler's (1999) setup to investigate the strategic location of R&D by two 1 More recently, Mariotti et al. (2010) have stressed the negative role of technological leakages in the location decisions of multi-national firms, qualitatively confirming Alcacer and Chung's (2007) key insights. Furthermore, Belderbos et al. (2008) have shown that technological leaders are more attracted than followers by countries endowed with better intellectual property right protection mechanisms, indirectly confirming that firms are afraid of possible outward spillovers. 2 Note that in Piga and Poyago-Theotoky (2005) firms choose from a continuum of locations, while here -as in most of the literature -we focus on a binary choice only: either firms locate in a cluster or in isolation.
multinational firms (a technological leader and a laggard) competing in their home markets and abroad, showing that the fraction of R&D located abroad depends on the extent of inward and outward spillovers, on product market competition, as well as on the gap between the technological leader and the laggard.
3
A fundamental difference between all these papers and our contribution is that they focus on essentially static frameworks, so that they cannot investigate how the dynamics of knowledge and profits affect firms' location decisions, as well as the differences between their short run and long run implications. In Colombo and Dawid (2014) we make a first attempt at modeling firms' strategic location choices -considering the binary choice of clustering vs. isolationin a dynamic game-theoretic framework by putting the role of inward and outward spillovers on the front stage. That paper develops a differential game setup studying the conditions under which it is optimal for a firm to locate inside or outside an R&D cluster, focusing also on how firms' incentives depend on the intensity of knowledge spillovers in the cluster, on the degree of competition in the industry, and on firms' planning horizons. Furthermore, it characterizes the effects of firms' location choices on social welfare in the long run, providing a normative base on which to ground the evaluation of alternative policies.
4 To be more specific, we consider a differential game with n firms producing at each time t a homogeneous good and competing in a common market. Firms' production costs are decreasing in their knowledge stock, which can be improved through R&D. The industry is characterized by the presence of a cluster of firms and each firm can either decide to locate in the cluster, or in isolation. By locating in the cluster, a firm can benefit from knowledge spillovers that depend on the overall knowledge stock of all the firms belonging to the cluster, while by locating in isolation a firm cannot benefit from inward spillovers neither suffer from outward spillovers. We solve the game by first characterizing the feedback strategies of the firms in the cluster and in isolation with respect to their R&D investments in a Markov perfect equilibrium for an arbitrary location pattern of firms. We then investigate the incentives to locate in the cluster or in isolation by comparing the numerically determined value functions under the Markov perfect equilibrium of the differential game for the two location scenarios.
We focus in particular on the location choice of a firm -a technological leader -that is either more efficient in performing R&D than its competitors, because of a structural advantage, or has only an initial advantage with respect to the size of its knowledge stock. Under the assumption that the technological leader enjoys a structural advantage, we show that it adopts a 'threshold' strategy, choosing to locate outside the industry cluster whenever its advantage over the competitors is sufficiently large. Two major forces are at play in our dynamic setup. In the short run, the leader benefits from locating in the cluster as its investment there is lower than in isolation. This follows immediately from the observation that, when in the cluster, the leader's R&D efforts end up reducing the future costs faced by competitors. In the long run, however, the leader is worse off in the cluster than in isolation (i.e. it has a lower market share), due to the faster catching-up of the followers that benefit from the outward spillovers generated by the presence of the technological leader in the cluster. The relative strength of the short run investment effect vs. that of the long run market share effect determines whether -for given intensity of the knowledge spillovers -the technological leader chooses to locate in the cluster or in isolation. The threshold at which the location choice of the leader switches from cluster to isolation is shown to be increasing in the discount rate -indicating that the more myopic the leader is the larger are its incentives to join the cluster, as well as in the dispersion of the industry and in the intensity of spillovers -suggesting that the leader's incentives to join the cluster are larger the higher the number of competitors is and the more pervasive spillovers are.
The implications of the model are entirely different when focusing on the case in which the technological leader enjoys an initial knowledge advantage only, as it is often the case for market pioneers in new sub-markets within an industry. Although the leader's location choice between the cluster and isolation is still determined by a threshold strategy, both the long run profits and the knowledge stock of the leader are larger when locating in the cluster rather than in isolation (exactly the opposite of what happens under a structural advantage). This follows immediately from the observations that, under a temporary knowledge advantage, in the long run the balance between outward and inward spillovers is the same for both the leader and its competitors (whereas under a structural advantage the wedge between the two is systematically larger for the leader than for the competitors), and that by locating in the cluster the leader can benefit from the spillovers generated by the competitors, which would instead be absent were it to locate in isolation. Similar arguments explain the opposite results we find in this case with respect to the structural advantage one in terms of comparative statics, with a negative relationship between the leader's location threshold and firms' discount rate.
Interestingly, both under a structural and a temporary R&D advantage of the leader, our numerical simulations show the existence of scenarios in which, although the technological leader chooses to locate in isolation, both total industry profits and consumers' surplus would be larger if it were to locate in the cluster. Hence, the leader's optimal choice contrasts with the socially optimal one. This inefficiency result is easily understood by noting that locating in the cluster the leader would strengthen competition, hence reducing market price and correspondingly increasing consumers' surplus; an effect that the leader has no incentives to take into account.
A clear limitation of the analysis of Colombo and Dawid (2014) is that all firms are assumed to be equally able to assimilate and exploit the knowledge generated by other firms. Cohen and Levinthal (1989) , and the literature originating from their seminal contribution, emphasize instead that a firm's ability to effectively use external information depends also on its own R&D. Indeed, besides generating innovations, R&D is argued to enhance a firm's ability to "identify, assimilate, and exploit knowledge from the environment .... encompassing a firm's ability to imitate new process or innovations [but also] outside knowledge of a more intermediate sort" (Cohen and Levinthal 1989, p. 369) ; what the authors label as absorptive capacity. As R&D contributes to a firm's absorptive capacity, the incentives to spend in R&D are affected by the firm's available knowledge base and by the ease of learning external technological and scientific knowledge. In our terminology, this translates into the observation that the ability of a firm to benefit from inward spillovers depends on its absorptive capacity, while the magnitudes of the outward spillovers it generates depend on that of competitors.
The main purpose of this chapter is to explicitly account for the effects of absorptive capacities on knowledge spillovers and to investigate their impact on firms' location choices. We do so by augmenting the framework in Colombo and Dawid (2014) , a detailed summary of which has been provided above, by allowing for differences in absorptive capacities across firms. In particular, we extend the setting of Colombo and Dawid (2014) by considering in addition to the case of constant absorptive capacity also that in which absorptive capacity is proportional to the firm's knowledge stock. In the latter case, the resulting differential game does not have a linear-quadratic structure and we rely on numerical methods to approximately solve the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations characterizing the value functions corresponding to Markov Perfect Equilibria of the game for different location choices. Interestingly, the insight in Colombo and Dawid (2014) that a technological leader has higher incentives than a laggard to locate in isolation is reversed if the absorptive capacity is proportional to the knowledge stock. In particular, in the latter case it is optimal for the firm to locate in the cluster only if its knowledge stock is substantially larger than that of its competitors. Furthermore, we show that a knowledge dependent absorptive capacity also gives rise to different strategic effects, as well as different dynamic patterns of R&D investment and knowledge accumulation, compared to the case of constant absorptive capacity. Specifically, the strategic implications of locating in the cluster are reversed. Under constant absorptive capacity, the other firms in the cluster increase their R&D investments if an additional firm enters, whereas under knowledge dependent absorptive capacity the opposite occurs. Also, under knowledge dependent absorptive capacity, a technological leader is able to keep its advantage for an extended time window even when entering the cluster, which makes this location choice more attractive. Conversely, for a firm with a small initial knowledge stock locating in the cluster becomes less attractive if the absorptive capacity depends on knowledge, because at least initially this firm can hardly profit from inward spillovers.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our model. Section 3 characterizes Markov-perfect equilibria and describes the usage of collocation methods in our numerical analysis. Section 4 discusses the incentives of firms to locate in an industrial cluster rather than in isolation, as a function of knowledge spillovers and of firms absorptive capacity. Section 5 concludes.
The Model
We investigate the location choice of a firm competing in a dynamic Cournot oligopoly market consisting of three firms, which at each point in time t ≥ 0 simultaneously choose the quantities of a homogeneous good. Following Colombo and Dawid (2014) , we focus on an economy with a representative consumer whose preferences are described by a quadratic Dixit-Stiglitz utility function yielding an inverse demand function of the form
where q j (t) ≥ 0 denotes the quantity of firm j and p(t) is the price of the good at time t. We assume that all firms have constant marginal costs. More specifically, the level of marginal costs of firm i at time t, c i (t), depends in a linear way on its stock of (cost-reducing) knowledge k i (t) at time t, i.e.
This formulation implies that in the absence of any cost-reducing knowledge all firms have identical marginal costs. To avoid negative marginal costs, we add the state constraint
We concentrate on the location decision of firm i = 1 that, at time t = 0, chooses whether to locate in an industrial cluster or in isolation. By locating in the cluster the firm is exposed to inward and outward knowledge spillovers, affecting the dynamics both of its own knowledge stock and of that of its competitors. We assume that the two competitors of firm 1, firms i = 2, 3 are located in the industrial cluster.
5 Each firm in the cluster receives spillovers from all other firms in the cluster and transfers (a fraction of) its own knowledge to the other firms in the cluster. The intensity according to which firm i can transform incoming spillovers into own knowledge depends on the firm's absorptive capacity, κ i (k i ). In what follows we consider two specifications. In the first, we assume that absorptive capacity is independent from the firms' knowledge stock, i.e. κ i (k i ) = κ const ∀k i ≥ 0 and we normalize κ const to 1. In the second, we consider a scenario in which absorptive capacity is proportional to the firm's knowledge stock, i.e. κ i (k i ) = κ lin (k i ) := ξk i . Rather than locating in the cluster, firm 1 can decide to locate in isolation, where it is not affected by inward or outward spillovers. To keep our analysis as simple as possible, we assume that there are no direct costs associated with either of the two location choices and that no relocation is possible at any point in time t > 0.
6 However, in order to capture congestion in the cluster (e.g. in terms of higher rental costs for production facilities), we assume that the firms located in the cluster suffer a fixed cost F > 0 per period, whereas the corresponding cost is normalized to zero if a firm locates in isolation.
Formally, firm 1 chooses its location l 1 ∈ {C, I} at t = 0. Following again Colombo and Dawid (2014) , we denote with N C ⊆ {1, .., 3} the set of firms in the cluster, where |N C | = n C ≤ 3. The overall number of firms located in the cluster is then n C . Having assumed that the competitors of firm 1 are in the cluster implies that l 2 = l 3 = C. The knowledge stock of firm i depends positively on its R&D effort, x i , and negatively on knowledge depreciation, which is assumed to occur at the same rate δ > 0 for all firms. Furthermore, firms in the cluster benefit from inward spillovers. Formally, we havė
The parameter β > 0 captures the general intensity of spillover flows in the cluster -that may depend on the characteristics of the key technology in the considered industry, or on the institutional properties of the cluster -and κ i denotes the specific absorptive capacity of firm i. This formulation is fully consistent with the observation, well established empirically, that a firm typically acquire knowledge by interacting with the other firms in its proximity (see e.g. Jaffe et al. (1993); Saxenian (1994) ). The R&D activities of firm i, i = 1, .., 3, are associated to the quadratic cost function
whereas in principle we allow for heterogeneous R&D cost functions, in the numerical analysis below we will only consider scenarios in which all firms are symmetric in this respect, i.e. η 1 = η 2 = η 3 . All firms are assumed to maximize their discounted profits. Hence, the decision problem of the generic firm i is given by
subject to (1), (2), (4) the constraints (3), (q i (t), x i (t)) ≥ 0, and
6 The decision to relocate often implies substantial transaction costs and therefore it is typically a long run decision.
Recalling that in our setup firm 1 is the only one having the possibility to choose where to locate, its choice variables are the initial location choice, l 1 , and -at each point in time t ≥ 0 -the R&D effort, x 1 (t), and the output quantity, q 1 (t). Instead, firms 2 and 3 -being both located in the cluster -only choose x i (t) and q i (t), i = 2, 3, at each point in time t ≥ 0.
Markov Perfect Equilibria
We investigate the optimal location choice of firm 1 under the assumption that for any given profile of location choices the two dynamic decision variables of each firm (x i (t), q i (t)), i = 1, .., 3 are chosen according to a Markov Perfect Equilibrium (MPE) of the underlying differential game. Taking into account that the quantity choices of firms have no intertemporal effects, it follows that at each point in time in equilibrium firms choose Cournot quantities given the current profile of marginal costs. More precisely, the equilibrium quantities are given by
and the resulting instantaneous profits at each point in time read
Hence, we can rewrite (5) as
Concerning R&D investments, a Markovian feedback strategy of firm i takes the form
A profile (φ 1 , .., φ 3 ) of feedback strategies constitutes a Markov Perfect Equilibrium if, for each firm i, the strategy φ i maximizes (8) subject to (4) as well as x i ≥ 0 and the initial conditions, given that the other firms use φ j , j = i. Although in general the existence and uniqueness of a MPE cannot be guaranteed, our numerical procedure always yields a unique MPE profile for each parameter setting and location choice. We denote the MPE profile resulting from firm 1 locating in the cluster as (x 
where the value functions V l i solve the following Hamilton Jacobi Bellman (HJB) equations:
Proof. The structure of the HJB equations follows from standard characterizations of Markov Perfect Equilibria (see e.g. Dockner et al. (2000) ) and the expression (9) for the optimal investment is immediately obtained from the first order conditions of the right hand side of (10).
If κ i = κ const , then the considered game corresponds to that analyzed by Colombo and Dawid (2014) and it has a linear-quadratic structure. In this case, the MPE under the different location choices of firm 1 give rise to value functions that are quadratic in the state variables and the set of HJB equations (10) can be easily solved taking this into account.
For κ i = κ lin the right hand side of the HJB equations (10) includes terms where the state derivative of the value function is multiplied by an expression that is non-linear in the state variables. This implies that no polynomial value functions exist for the problem and we cannot provide an analytical characterization of the value functions. Hence, we rely on numerical methods to solve the HJB equations and to characterize the equilibrium investment functions. In particular, we employ a collocation method using Chebychev polynomials (see e.g. Dawid et al. (2017) ) in order to obtain an approximate solution to the HJB equations (10). We determine polynomial approximationsV C i , respectivelyV I i , such that (10), after substituting (9) for the optimal investment, is satisfied on a finite set of nodes in the state-space and it exhibits small differences between the left-and the right-hand side of the equations for all other points in the state space. To this end, we generate a set of n i Chebychev nodes N ki in [0,k] for i = 1, .., 3 and somek <c γ (see e.g. Judd (1998) for the definition of Chebychev nodes and Chebychev polynomials) and we define the set of interpolation nodes in the state space 0,k 3 as
As a set of basis functions for the polynomial approximation of the value function, we use B = {B j,k,l , j = 1, .., n 1 , k = 1, .., n 2 , k = 1, .., n 3 } with
where T j (x) denotes the j-the Chebychev polynomial. Since Chebychev polynomials are defined on [−1, 1], the state variables have to be transformed accordingly. The value function is approximated by
where
., n 3 and h = C, I is the set of n 1 n 2 n 3 coefficients to be determined for each location choice h = C, I. To calculate these coefficients we solve the system of non-linear equations derived from the condition thatV .,n1,n2,n3 of the coefficients is chosen, and in iteration m ≥ 1 the coefficientsC h,m−1 are used to calculate approximations of the value functions and their partial derivatives at each node in N . These approximations are inserted for all terms that occur in (10), after insertion of (9), where the value function or its derivatives appear in a non-linear form. Inserting the approximation (11) with C h replaced byC h,m for all terms in (10), where the value function and its derivatives occur in a linear way, yields a linear system of equations for the coefficientsC h,m that can be solved efficiently using standard methods, even for large values of n i , i = 1, .., 3, as long as the coefficient matrix is well conditioned. The solution of this linear system gives the new set of coefficient valuesC h,m . To complete the iteration, the new approximations of the value functions and their derivatives are inserted into all (including the non-linear) corresponding terms in (10) and (9), and the resulting absolute value of the difference between left and right hand side of this equation relative to the corresponding value function is determined for all nodes in N . If the maximum of this relative error is below a given threshold the algorithm is stopped. It is then checked that the absolute value of the difference between the left and the right hand side of (10) is sufficiently small on the entire state space, and if this is satisfied we set C h =C h,m and the current approximation of the value function is used to calculate the equilibrium feedback function according to (9) . If the error outside N is too large, the number of considered nodes or the size of the state space are adjusted and the procedure is repeated.
As a final step, it is checked that the considered state space [0,k] 3 is invariant under the state dynamics induced by the equilibrium feedback functions determined by the numerical method. In the following numerical calculations, the parameters of the collocation procedure have been set to n 1 = n 2 = n 3 = 6, k = 80 and = 10 −6 . The rationale underlying this parameter configuration is the aim to keep the number of considered nodes as small as possible while keeping the error small. With respect to the model parameters we stay as close as possible to Colombo and Dawid (2014) 
Economic Analysis
In what follows, we compare the equilibrium outcomes and the induced location choice of firm 1 in the benchmark case in which absorptive capacity is independent from the firm's knowledge stock (κ i = κ const ) with a situation in which it depends positively on the firm's knowledge stock (κ i = κ lin ). Although our main focus is on the optimal location decision of firm 1, it is instructive to characterize the incentives of firm 1 to invest in R&D depending on whether it is in the cluster or in isolation, for κ i = κ const and κ i = κ lin , respectively. Figure 1 displays the difference between firm 1's equilibrium investment when it locates in the cluster and in isolation under the assumption that the two competitors have the same knowledge stock (i.e. k 2 = k 3 ). Panel (a) shows that under constant absorptive capacity firm 1 invests more in the cluster than in isolation if its own knowledge stock is substantially smaller than that of its competitors. In such a situation, firm 1 expects to catch-up quickly in terms of its knowledge stock if it locates in the cluster, whereas the gap to its competitors will be closed at a much slower pace if it locates in isolation. Since a gap in the knowledge stock translates into higher marginal costs and a lower market share, the incentives to invest in (unit cost reducing) innovation is lower if firm 1 locates in isolation. A similar rationale explains why under constant absorptive capacity firm 1 invests less in the cluster than in isolation if it is a technological leader (i.e. if k 1 is larger than k 2 = k 3 ). Furthermore, it should be noted that for a given level of k 2 = k 3 the difference x C 1 − x I 1 becomes smaller as the knowledge stock of firm 1 increases. To obtain an intuitive understanding for this relationship observe that a marginal increase of the knowledge stock of firm 1 induces a positive externality on the competitors' knowledge stock if firm 1 is in the cluster. Hence, the positive effects on the future market share of firm 1 are smaller compared to the scenario in which the firm is in isolation. This implies that the positive effect of an increase of k 1 on R&D incentives is larger if firm 1 locates in isolation rather than in the cluster.
As it can be seen in panel (b), if absorptive capacity depends on the firm's knowledge stock we reach completely different conclusions. Indeed, for κ i = κ lin firm 1 invests more if located in the cluster rather than in isolation regardless of the (relative) size of the firms' knowledge stock. Also, the difference between x C 1 and x I 1 is always increasing in k 1 , with a slope that becomes larger the larger the competitors' knowledge stock is. Intuitively, if absorptive capacity depends on knowledge stock, then increasing k 1 has a positive impact on the size of future inward spillovers, which increases the future market share of firm 1 if it locates in the cluster. Clearly, this effect is absent if firm 1 is in isolation, which explains why for a knowledge dependent absorptive capacity R&D incentives grow faster with k 1 if the firm locates in the cluster. Having studied firm 1's optimal R&D investment as a function of location, we now turn to the analysis of its optimal location choice. Figure 2 shows the difference in the value function of firm 1 between locating in the cluster and Fig. 3 . Evolution of the R&D investment of firm 1 (a) and firms 2 and 3 (b), as well as of the instantaneous profits of firm 1 (c) and firms 2 and 3 (d), for κi = κ const and k1(0) = 0. The solid line depicts the case in which firm 1 locates in the cluster, the dashed line corresponds to the case in which the firm locates in isolation in isolation for different levels of the firm's knowledge stock. In Fig. 2 , and also in the examination of the model dynamics, we assume the (initial) knowledge stock of the competitors to be k 2 = k 3 = k * h , where k * h , h ∈ {const, lin}, is their steady state knowledge stock under the two specifications for absorptive capacity and assuming that firm 1 locates in isolation.
7 Panel (a) refers to the case of constant absorptive capacity. Consistently with the results in Colombo and Dawid (2014) , the incentive to locate in the cluster decreases the larger k 1 is. If absorptive capacity depends on the firm's knowledge stock, the effect of k 1 on the incentives to locate in the cluster is exactly the opposite. Panel (b) of Fig. 2 highlights that the difference in the value functions of firm 1 when locating in the cluster and in isolation grows larger the more knowledge the firm has. In particular, for the level of cluster fixed cost F underlying Fig. 2 , the optimal location choice of firm 1 depends crucially on whether its absorptive capacity is 7 It should be noted that the steady state knowledge stock differs between the case in which κi = κ const and that in which κi = κ lin . In particular, for our parametrization we have that k * const = 29.59 and k * lin = 30.85.
a function of its knowledge stock. When the value of k 1 is not too large compared to the steady state level k * , then it is optimal for firm 1 to locate in isolation if its absorptive capacity depends on the knowledge stock, and in the cluster if its absorptive capacity is constant. In scenarios in which firm 1 has a large knowledge advantage compared to its competitors, the optimal location decision again differs between the cases of κ i = κ const and κ i = κ lin . In particular, as a strong knowledge leader, firm 1 locates in the cluster only if its absorptive capacity depends on k 1 . In order to obtain a clear understanding of the mechanisms driving the insights of Fig. 2 we first focus on the case of constant absorptive capacity. Figures 3 and 4 show the dynamics of the R&D investments and of the instantaneous profits of all firms for the two scenarios in which k 1 (0) = 0 and k 1 (0) = 70, respectively. Figure 2 shows that it is optimal for firm 1 to locate in the cluster if k 1 (0) = 0, and to locate in isolation if k 1 (0) = 70. It can be clearly seen that, regardless of the initial knowledge stock of firm 1, its competitors invest less in R&D if it locates in the cluster. Intuitively, for constant absorptive capacity, the crucial factor determining R&D investment is the expected trajectory of firm sales. If firm 1 locates in the cluster, it will benefit from a higher knowledge stock in the long run compared to the scenarios in which it locates in isolation. By knowing this, firm 1's competitors anticipate that their own market share will become smaller. Hence, they invest less in R&D if firm 1 locates in the cluster. This strategic effect has positive implications for the profits of firm 1 and it is the dominant effect as long as the initial knowledge stock of firm 1 is not too large. In particular, panel (c) of Fig. 3 shows that, after a short initial phase, the fixed costs incurred in the cluster are more than outweighed by the strategic effect we just discussed.
Focusing now on Fig. 4 , it can be seen that the initial impact of the location choice of firm 1 on the competitors' R&D investment is much smaller if k 1 is large compared to the case in which k 1 (0) = 0. Hence, the strategic incentive for firm 1 to locate in the cluster is much weaker when k 1 (0) = 70. Furthermore, if for k 1 (0) = 70 firm 1 locates in the cluster, its competitors will profit substantially from inward spillovers reducing their unit costs. Clearly, this also has negative implications for firm 1's profits. Overall, these effects imply that the initial time interval for which the instantaneous profits of firm 1 are larger if it locates in isolation rather than in the cluster is much longer for k 1 (0) = 70 than for k 1 (0) = 0 (cf. panel (c) of Figs. 3 and 4) . Considering the instantaneous profits of firms 2 and 3, we observe that they benefit from firm 1 locating in the cluster if the latter is a knowledge leader (k 1 (0) = 70), while their profits are negatively affected if firm 1 joins the cluster with no initial knowledge.
Finally, we turn to the case of knowledge dependent absorptive capacity that is illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6 for the two situations in which k 1 (0) = 0 and k 1 (0) = 70, respectively. The two panels (b) of these figures highlight that for knowledge dependent absorptive capacity the R&D investment of firms 2 and 3 is larger if firm 1 locates in the cluster rather than in isolation. This is exactly the opposite of what we observe in the case of constant absorptive capacity (see the corresponding panels in Figs. 3 and 4) . Accordingly, if absorptive capacity depends on knowledge stock, the strategic effect on the opponents' behavior increases the incentive for firm 1 to locate in isolation. Furthermore, if the initial knowledge stock of firm 1 is small (Fig. 5 ) the firm cannot absorb substantial inward spillovers, at least initially. However, its own investment in R&D generates knowledge flows to its competitors, which have a substantially larger knowledge stock of k * lin = 30.85. This effect weakens the competitiveness of firm 1 relative to the other firms. Hence, as it is shown in panel (c) of Fig. 5 , firm 1's instantaneous profits remain larger if it locates in isolation for a long initial time window. Only in the long run the cost reductions resulting from the spillovers that emerge in the cluster become sufficiently strong to make being in the cluster more profitable. Therefore, as it can be seen in Fig. 2(b) , it is optimal for firm 1 to locate in isolation if k 1 (0) is small. Different conclusions are reached if focusing instead on the case in which k 1 (0) = 70, corresponding to a scenario (illustrated in Fig. 6 has an initial knowledge advantage compared to its competitors (recall that k 2 (0) = k 3 (0) = 30.85). In this case, firm 1 is able to greatly benefit from inward spillovers if it locates in the cluster. Due to the fact that the absorptive capacity of firm 1 is larger than that of firms 2 and 3, it is able to sustain its initial knowledge advantage over time. Taking this into account -as well as the investment incentive resulting from firm 1's goal to preserve its (high) absorptive capacity when locating in the cluster -implies that for κ i = κ lin the R&D investment of firm 1 is consistently larger if it locates in the cluster rather than in isolation. Also in this respect the scenario discussed here is qualitatively different from the one with constant absorptive capacity (see Fig. 4(a) ). Overall, if firm 1 is a technological leader, the instantaneous profits it can achieve in the cluster become quickly larger than those it can obtain by locating in isolation, and it is therefore optimal for the firm to locate in the cluster (Fig. 2(b) ). Finally, panels (d) of Figs. 5 and 6 show that if the absorptive capacity depends on the knowledge stock, then the instantaneous profits of firms 2 and 3 are always larger if firm 1 locates in isolation regardless of its initial knowledge stock. 
Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we augment the analysis of firms' optimal location choice in Colombo and Dawid (2014) by explicitly considering the implications of an endogenously determined absorptive capacity. In particular, we compare the benchmark of constant absorptive capacity with a scenario in which absorptive capacity is assumed to be an increasing function of the knowledge stock accumulated by a firm. We consider the differential games emerging for different location choices of a firm (cluster vs. isolation) and, by applying appropriate numerical methods, we are able to characterize the feedback strategies and the value functions associated with the Markov Perfect Equilibria of these games. We find that under endogenous absorptive capacity the relationship between the initial knowledge stock of a firm and its optimal location decision is exactly the opposite with respect to the one emerging under constant absorptive capacity. In particular, our analysis shows that for constant absorptive capacity a firm chooses to locate in an industrial cluster rather than in isolation if its initial knowledge stock is relatively small, whereas under endogenous absorptive capacity the initial knowledge stock has to be large (relative to that of competitors) for the firm to locate in the cluster.
Our findings highlight that a full understanding of firms' optimal location choices in different industries requires a careful examination of the characteristics of the spillovers that are associated to these choices. In particular, it is important to investigate how the ability to benefit from spillovers depends on the knowledge of the absorbing firm.
Several extensions are possible that would further enrich our analysis. First, in this study we focus on the investigation of the location choice of only one firm in a market with three competitors. Although this setting already allows us to capture the main mechanisms that are responsible for firms' location decisions, it would be interesting to develop a framework with an arbitrary number of firms, all initially choosing their locations. Second, some preliminary findings for the setting with endogenous absorptive capacity presented here suggest that, even in a model with symmetric firms, (stable) steady states exist in which firms have asymmetric knowledge stocks. This raises the question of how the long term market outcome depends on firms' initial knowledge stocks. Third, more general relationships between the knowledge stock and the absorptive capacity of a firm could be explored. Finally, more fundamental extensions of the work reported here involve the consideration of multiple locations, as well as the option for firms to relocate their activities. Exploring these issues in more details is left to future work.
